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This is the first part of a paper devoted to atoms in the lattice of uniformities (on a given set). 
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correspond to ultrafilters in a one-to-one way. This correspondence is used to classify ultrafilters 
on a countable set according as the corresponding atoms are, or are not, proximally fine. 
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0. Introduction 
A lot of approaches to the investigation and the classification of ultrafilters are 
based on interaction of ultrafilters with other structures. One of the most traditional 
ones is to regard ultrafilters on a set X as points of the topological space PX. It is 
natural to ask for other structures. A successful attempt in this direction was provided 
by some authors (e.g. [l]) who studied interactions of ultrafilters and relational 
structures. Our idea is to relate ultrafilters to uniformities. The inner structure of a 
uniform space is very rich and we believe that this approach is able to provide a 
fine classification of ultrafilters. 
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Our paper is devoted to atoms in the lattice of uniformities. Basic facts are 
summarized in Section 2. The lattice of uniformities is shown not to be atomic. 
Elementary properties of atoms are investigated. We show that there are two quite 
different types of atoms: proximally discrete and proximally non-discrete. Both are 
related to ultrafilters, though in different ways. For the proximally discrete atoms, 
the role of selective ultrafilters is clarified. The proximally non-discrete atoms are 
completely described; they correspond to ultrafilters in a one-to-one manner. This 
gives rise to an interesting field of problems: what is the connection of properties 
of ultrafilters and the uniform properties of the corresponding atoms? We devote 
Section 3 to ultrafilters corresponding to proximally fine uniformities. Our main 
result relates proximal fineness and some properties of ultrafilters, such as selectivity. 
Some of the results appeared in (not widely distributed) seminar reports Seminar 
Uniform Spaces [12, 131. Proximally discrete atoms will be investigated in a sub- 
sequent paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, we list basic concepts concerning uniformities, and ultrafilters, 
just to explain our notation. 
1.1. Covers. A cover of a set X is a family % of subsets of X such that U{C; 
C E %} = X. A cover % is said to be jiner than a cover 8 if each C E (e is contained 
in some E E Z; then we write % < Z5, Given two covers %‘, 8, the cover {C n E; 
C E Ce, E E 5Z} will be called the meet of % and 8 and denoted by % A %? A cover 
% of X is point jinite if each x E X is contained in finitely many members of % 
only. A cover %? of X is said to be discrete on a set Y c X, or Y is called a selector 
of %, if ]YnCIsl for all CE%. 
If % is a cover of X, x E X is a point and Y c X, we call the sets 
st(x, %) = lJ{ c E %; x E C}, 
st( K %) = U{sr(y, %); Y E Yl 
the star of x resp. Y with respect to Ce, and the covers 
%?* = {st(x, %); x E X}, St (e = {st(C, %); c E %} 
will be called the star and the combinatorial star of ‘%‘, respectively. 
1.2. Uniformities. A uniformity on a set X is a non-void collection % of covers of 
X such that 
(i) %!E%, ~EE*%?A~EE, 
(ii) %?E %, %?< k?*Z?E 021, 
(iii) for every % E % there is 8 E % with %‘* i %. 
Notice that 8* in (iii) can be replaced by St 8. 
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A family 3 of covers is a basis for a uniformity % if 9 c 011 and each cover 
% E % is refined by some cover g E 93 (i.e. 8 < 5%‘). 
Basic examples of uniformities we shall work with are as follows. The uniformly 
discrete uniformity 9 on X consists of all covers of X. 
If p is a metric (or just a pseudometric) on X and E > 0, balls B,(x, &) = {y E X; 
p(x, y) < &} form a cover B,(E) of X. All covers BP(~) (F > 0) form a basis of a 
uniformity which will be called the uniformity induced by p and denoted by Qp. 
If 9 is a filter on X then the jilter-uniformity “11, has all covers {F} u 
{{x}; x E X -F} (where FE 9) as a basis. 
A uniformity having a basis 9 such that each cover Ce E 93 is a partition (that is, 
distinct members of Ce are disjoint) is called zero-dimensional. E.g., 9 and qF are 
zero-dimensional. 
1.3. Proximities. The proximity induced by a uniformity 011 on X consists of all 
pairs (Y, 2) of subsets of X such that every cover (e E Ou contains a set C meeting 
both Y and Z; then we say that Y and Z are proximal. 
For instance, for the uniformly discrete uniformity 9 on X, two sets Y, Z are 
proximal iff Y n Z f 0. For the uniformity induced by a pseudometric p, Y and Z 
are proximal iff p( Y, Z) = 0. 
It is well known (see e.g. [6]) that two uniformities induce the same proximity 
iff they have the same precompact modification: the precompact modijication p”ll of 
a uniformity 021 is the uniformity having the family of all finite covers % E 3 as a basis. 
The uniformities inducing the same proximity as the uniformly discrete uniformity 
are called proximally discrete. E.g., a,, for 9 an ultrafilter is clearly proximally 
discrete. 
1.4. Lattice of uniformities. Let %, 2’ be two uniformities on a set X. We say that 
% is finer than 7f, and write 021~ ‘V, if Ou 13 V. All uniformities on X form a complete 
lattice with respect to the order <. The zero of this lattice (i.e. the least element) 
is the uniformly discrete uniformity 9 while the unit (i.e. the largest element) is the 
indiscrete uniformity consisting of all covers refined by the one element cover {X}. 
Notice that the meet Ou A ‘V” of two uniformities in the lattice of uniformities has 
the family of all covers 5% A 8 (C E c%1, 8 E V) as a basis. 
1.5. Atoms. As in any lattice, an atom is a non-zero element such that there is no 
other element between it and the zero. Thus an atom in the lattice of uniformities 
on a set X is a uniformity Ou such that 9 is the only uniformity which is strictly 
finer than 021. 
The only trivial example of an atom (in the lattice of uniformities on a set X with 
at least two elements) is as follows. Fix a subset Y c X with 1 YI = 2. Let a be the 
uniformity consisting of all covers refined by the cover (e = { Y} u {{x}; x E X - Y}. 
Now if 0% is any uniformity which is strictly finer than G then % contains a cover 
8 that is not refined by %. It is easy to see that then the cover G$ A ‘8 consists of 
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singletons. But the only uniformity containing such a cover is the uniformly discrete 
one. 
In particular, the indiscrete uniformity on X is an atom if 1X1= 2. 
Remark [ 121. For every uniformity % # 9 on a set X there exists an atom a refining 
%. 
Proof. In the set of all uniformities 2’ on X with 7fi %, 7f# 9, every decreasing 
chain {“lr_} has a lower bound, viz l_l,Va. So, by Zorn’s lemma, there are minimal 
elements in this set and these are atoms. 
1.6. Ultrafilters. An ultrafilter 9 on a set X is called 
- selective if for every partition P of X, either Bn P # 0 or some FE 9 is a selector 
for 9; 
- a p-point if for every partition B of X, either 9”n 9 # Q or there exists FE 9 such 
that F n P is finite for all P E 9; 
_ rare if it satisfies the condition from the definition of the selective ultrafilter 
restricted to partitions 9’ such that every PE B is finite. 
It follows that selective ultrafilters are just rare p-points. 
Remark. Recall that a cardinal m is called measurable if there exists a non-trivial 
ultrafilter 9 (one with n% = 0) on m that is closed under countable intersections; 
equivalently, P? n 9 # 0 for every countable partition $9’ of m. It is well-known that 
measurable cardinals are ‘very large’ and that it is consistent with the set theory to 
assume that they do not exist. We have: 
Every selective ultrafilter on a set of non-measurable cardinality contains a 
countable set. 
Remark. The existence of selective ultrafilters on a countable set can be proved 
under the continuum hypothesis (CH), or under some weaker axioms of the set 
theory, such as Martin’s axiom (MA). On the other hand, it is consistent with the 
set theory that selective ultrafilters do not exist. 
1.7. Proposition. Let 9 be a selective ultrafilter on a countable set X. 
(a) [9] Then 9 is selective with respect to point-Jinite covers, too, that is, if % is a 
point-finite cover then either 9n Ce # 0 or some FE 9 is a selector for Ce. 
(b) If R is a graph on X (i.e. a collection of two-element-subsets of X) then either 
R contains an infinite clique (an infinite set Y c X such that A E R for all A c Y with 
IAl = 2) or 9 contains a set 9 that is independent in R, that is, A & R for every A c F. 
(c) If F, E 9 for all n E w then there exists a set FE 8 which is almost contained in 
all the F,‘s in the sense that all sets F,, - F are finite. Equivalently, if G, & 9 for all 
n E w then there exists FE 9 such that all sets F n G, are finite. 
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(Proof: apply the selectivity of 9 to the partition {X - F;, Fb- Fi, . . . , FL - 
FL+,, . . .} where F:, = n{ F, ; i = 1,. . . , n}.) 
2. Relation of ultrafilters and atoms 
In this section, we shall associate an ultrafilter with each atom in the lattice of 
uniformities (on a given set). It turns out that there are two types of atoms: proximally 
discrete and proximally non-discrete. The latter are fully described below; they are 
in one-to-one correspondence with ultrafilters, via a construction called the ultrasum. 
On the other hand, for proximally discrete atoms, a simple description is probably 
not possible; their relation to ultrafilters is such that each of them refines some 
ultrafilter uniformity Ou,, while 021,, itself is an atom if and only if 9 is selective. 
2.1. Proximally non-discrete atoms. Let 9 be an ultrafilter on a set X. Then all covers 
YF = {{(x, I), (x, 2)); x E F) u {1(x, 1)); x E X - F1 u {{(x, 2)); x E X - F), 
where F E 9, form a basis of a uniformity on X x { 1,2} which will be denoted by 9:F. 
If % is a cover of X X {1,2}, put 
F = {x; {(x, l), (x, 2)}c C for some C E %}. 
If FE B then clearly % E 9,,; if F SZ 9 then for Cex_,= E yF we have % A (exPF = 9. 
Hence, we have proved the following: 
Claim. Y,F is an atom (in the lattice of uniformities on X x { 1,2}), for every ultrajilter 
9 on X. 
It is easy to see that 9,, is not proximally discrete; indeed, sets X x {l}, X x 12) 
are disjoint but proximal. The following shows that proximally non-discrete atoms 
are fully described and correspond, in a one-to-one way, to ultrafilters. 
Proposition [9]. A uniformity a is a proximally indiscrete atom iff it is a copy of Y., 
for some ultrajilter 9. 
Proof. The part ‘if’ has been proved already. Thus, let an atom ti on a set A be 
proximally non-discrete. Then there exist two disjoint proximal sets Y, 2 c A. We 
may assume that {Y, Z} is a cover. As { Y, Z} F? ~4, the uniformity whose basis is 
formed by covers 
{Y,Z}A (e (%E<Sq 
is strictly finer than d. As & is an atom, we conclude that this uniformity is uniformly 
discrete. Hence one of its basic covers 
{Y,Z}r\~={CnY;C~~}u{CnZ;CE(e} 
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consists of singletons. Then every C = % has at most two points, one in Y and the 
other in 2. The same applies, of course, to every cover 8 E ti with %‘* < %. Observe 
that each of these covers 8 is a partition; indeed, if a cover 8 is not a partition 
then ‘8* contains at least one member with at least three elements. Fix one of these 
covers go. Then we may assume that A = X x {1,2} for some set X and that 
gll= {{(x7 I), (x, 2)); x E &JJ{{(x, 1)); x E X - &“I 
u (((4 2)); x E X - &,,1 
for some FxO c X. For every cover (equivalently: partition) Z? < k&, 8 E ,cP, set 
F8 = ix E x; {(x, I), (x, 2)) E 81. 
Obviously F,, n F,, = F*, n M2 for g,, ZY2 E d, ‘8,) 8, < &,. Hence the sets Fc form a 
basis of a filter 9; let % be an ultrafilter with 93 9. Then Sq9 < ti. As & is an 
atom, 9 = 9 and Y,9 = z.4, 
2.2. Proximally discrete atoms. The relation of proximally discrete atoms to 
ultrafilters is provided by the following proposition. 
Proposition [ 121. For every proximally discrete atom SI (in the lattice of unzformities 
on a set X) there exists a (unique) ultrajilter 9 on X with %,* > d. 
Proof. Let 9 be a filter on X which is maximal among all filters consisting of sets 
F c X such that no cover % E & is discrete on F. Then 9 is an ultrafilter. Indeed, 
if not then there is a partition 8 = {E, , E2} of X such that both 9u {E,} and 
9 u {E,} generate a filter containing 9 properly. By the maximality of 9, there are 
sets F,, F,E 9 and covers %, , %?I~ d such that %‘, resp. %‘z is discrete on F, n E, 
resp. F2 n E,. Then %‘, A Zz A 8 is discrete on (F, n E,) u ( F2 n EJ E: 9. But this 
contradicts the definition of 9. Indeed, we have %, A VZe, A 8 E & because 58, being 
proximally discrete, contains g (it follows by the definition of proximal discreteness 
that a proximally discrete uniformity always contains all finite covers). 
By the definition of 9, d A oU,$ # 9. As ~4 is an atom, the last means & < %.P. 
The ultrafilter 9 is unique because Qs, A Ou, = 9 for 9, # Pz. IJ 
2.3. The following proposition shows that the ultrafilter uniformities themselves are 
seldom atoms. Simultaneously, it provides the simplest examples of proximally 
discrete atoms (if the selective ultrafilters do exist, see 1.6). 
Proposition [ 121. Let X be a countable set (or, more generally, a set of non-measurable 
cardinality) and let 9 be an ultrafilter on X. Then Ou:, ia an atom (in the lattice of 
uniformities on X) iff 9 is selective. 
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Proof. Let 9 be not selective. Then there exists a partition 8 of X such that (1) 
P A 9 = 0 and (2) 9’ is discrete on no F E 9. Let 021 be the uniformity with basis 
{P n F; P E S} u {{x}; x E X - F} where FE 9. Then (1) % is strictly finer than %.i: 
but (2) 011 is not uniformly discrete. So Q9 is not an atom. 
Let 9 be selective. Then %,p is an atom; this follows by the two remarks in 1.6 
and the following lemma. 0 
Lemma [ 111. Let Q be a uniformity on a countable set. Then 021 admits a basis consisting 
of point-jinite covers. 
2.4. Observe that the trivial atoms mentioned in 1.5 are just copies of 9& with 9 
trivial (i.e. 9 consisting of all sets containing a specified point). Recall that a 
uniformity Ou is separated if for every couple x, y of points there exist Z E 011 and 
C E % such that x E C, y & C. Finally, recall that a point x is isolated (with respect 
to a uniformity % on X) if {{x}, X -{x}} E Uu. Th en we have immediately from the 
above results: 
Proposition. All atoms, except the trivial ones, are separated and all their points are 
isolated. 
Corollary. The lattice of uniformities on any injinite set is not atomic (that is, some 
element of the lattice is not a supremum of atoms). 
Proof. Let % be any separated uniformity on an infinite set X with at least one 
non-isolated point x,,. Then covers %’ A {{x,,}, X -{x0}} where %’ E “%I form a basis 
of a uniformity 011’ which is strictly finer than %1 but Sp i Ou’ for all atoms & < Ou. 
Thus % is not a supremum of atoms. q 
3. Proximally fine atoms 
In this part, we shall consider proximally non-discrete atoms, i.e. atoms Y,,_. In 
what follows, we restrict ourselves to the case that ultrafilters 9 are on a countable 
set X, mostly on X = w. 
A typical feature of the atom Y,$ is the non-trivial proximity it induces. And a 
typical property of a uniformity which is defined by means of its proximity is 
proximal fineness: 
A uniformity % is proximally fine if it is the finest one among all uniformities 
inducing its proximity, equivalently (see [3]), if it is finer than every uniformity V 
such that all pairs of subsets which are proximal w.r.t. % are proximal w.r.t. ‘5’“. 
The question which Y,,-‘s are proximally fine was raised by M. HuSek in relation 
to his work on products of proximally fine spaces, see [4], [5]. 
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From the point of ultrafilters, the problem which Y,+‘s are proximally fine gives 
to rise a nice classification of ultrafilters: it turns out that proximal fineness of .Y+ 
is a property of the ultrafilter 9 lying between the following two properties: 
(SEL) 9 is selective; 
(R) Giventwomapscr,p:w~wwitha9=p~,thereisFE~withcu/F=p/F. 
Note that the condition (R) was considered by several authors [2, lo]. We shall 
also consider a natural generalization of (R), expressing a passage from partitions 
to general point-finite covers: 
(P) Given two one-to-finite relations (Y, p: w + w (i.e. relations such that (~[rr], 
P[n] are finite sets, now) such that a[F]n@[F]#@ for every F~9then 
either there is F E 9 such that (Y [ n] n p [ n] # 0 for every n E F or there is n 
with 6’[n]up-‘[n]~9? 
This condition was a candidate for characterization of the 5”‘s with Y9 proximally 
fine. However, we shall show that (P) is equivalent with selectivity, (R) is equivalent 
with proximal fineness with respect to zero-dimensional uniformities (to be defined 
below) while proximal fineness lies strictly between (P) and (R). 
3.1. The proximity of the atom 9, is as follows: two disjoint sets in X x {1,2} are 
proximal iff there exists F E 9 such that one of them contains F x { 1) and the other 
contains F x (2). In other words, the precompact modification pY,+ has, as a basis, 
the family of all finite covers % such that F x { 1,2} c C for some C E %’ and some 
FE 9. Using this and the fact that 9, is an atom we have: 
Claim. SqF is proximally fine iff 
(1) for every uniformity V on X X {1,2}, iff or every cover 59 E V and every FE 9 
there exists C E % meeting both F x {l} and F x (2) then 
{nEX; (n,l),(n,2)ECforsomeCE~}E~foreveryCe~”Ir. 
Also, using the well-known fact [2] that every uniformity is a union of all 
uniformities Qu, where p runs over all pseudo-metrics which are uniformly con- 
tinuous w.r.t. 3 (those with %,, = %) we get the following easy reformulation of 
the above claim. 
Claim’. Y,,- is proximally fine iff 
(2) for every pseudometric p on X x { 1,2}, if p( F x {l}, F x (2)) = 0 for every FE 9 
then {nEX; p((n,l), (n,2))<~}E9foreverye>O. 
3.2. A uniformity % is said to be proximally$ne w.r. t. zero-dimensional uniformities, 
or simply 0-proximally$ne, if it is finer than every zero-dimensional uniformity ‘V 
with pV coarser than p%. By virtue of the above Claim we have: 
Corollary. Zf9 is O-proximally fine ijf for every partition 9 of X X { 1,2}, iffor every 
FE 9 there exists P E 9? meeting both F x { 1) and F x (2) then there exists FE 9 such 
thatforeveryneFthereis PEP with {(n,l),(n,2)}cP 
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3.3. Given an ultrafilter .9 on a countable set X, denote (PF) and (OPF) the following 
properties. 
(PF) Sq,: is proximally fine, 
(OPF) Y3 is O-proximally fine. 
Then our results can be summarized as follows: 
Theorem. For every ultru$lter 9 on a countable set, 
(SEL)e(P)J(PF)J(OPF)@(R). 
Under the CH, neither (PF)=+(SEL), nor (OPF)+(PF). 
Remark. It follows that the 
not know whether 
any set-theoretical assumptions). 
our counterexample the existence 
set of pairwise incomparable selective the CH 
fact, weaker such as MA suffice). 
Finally, we do know whether MA is sufficient for the existence 
The proof of theorem will be given in rest the section. 
3.4. Proposition [lo]. (P)e(SEL). 
Proof. Let X = w. Let 3 be selective and let (Y : w + w be a one-to-finite relation. 
Then {~u~‘[n]; n E w} is a point-finite cover. By 1.6, Proposition a, either &‘[n] E 9 
forsomenEworthereexistsF,E~suchthatILu~’[n]nF,I~lforalln~w.Now, 
if (Y, p are as in (P), we shall suppose that the latter case takes place both for cy 
and p (other combinations are easy). Then for m, n E F_ n F,, m # n, we have 
a[n]ncu[m]=@ and P[n]np[m]=@. We may suppose that this is true for all m, 
now, mfn. Then {a-‘[n]up-‘[n]; n E w}u {{n}sf n E CO} is a point-finite cover 
consisting of finite sets. Using the selectivity of 9 once more, we get F, E 9 such 
that IF,n(am’[n]upmm’[n])lsl f or every n. In other words, if m, n E F,, m # n, 
thena[m]np[n]=0.Thus,denotingF={nEF,;cu[n]nP[n]#0}andF’=F,-F, 
we have c*[F’]n/3[F’] =0 and so FE 9. The proof of (SEL)J(P) is finished. 
Let 9 satisfy (P) and let 9’ be any partition of w with .Y n 9 = 0. Denote - the 
equivalence on w induced by 9. Put 
a[n]={n},p[n]={j; n>j and n-j}. 
The (Y, /3 are one-to-finite relations such that a[ n] n /3[n] = fl for every n. By (P), 
there is FE 9 with a[ F] n p[ F] = 9). But then the definition of (Y, p forces ) F n PI G 1 
for every PE 9. Thus, 9 is selective. 0 
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3.5. Proposition [ 131. If 9 is selective then ~7~ is proximally fine. 
Proof. Let 9 be selective; equivalently, let 9 satisfy (P). We shall verify the condition 
(1) in the Claim in 3.1. We may assume that the covers %? considered are point 
finite, see the Lemma in 2.4, and countable. Given such a cover % = {C,}, define 
relations cr, p on w by 
n +z a[m] iff (m, 1) E C,, ncp[m] iff (m,2)EC,. 
As %’ is point-finite, these relations are one-to-finite. Now, if for every FE 9, some 
CE % meets both Fx{l} and Fx{2} then a[F]nP[F]#@ By the virtue of(P), 
there are two posibilities: 
(1) There exists FE 9 such that a[ m] n p[ m] f 0 for all m E F. Then the set of 
all m with the last property belongs to 9 which is just the condition (1) to be proved. 
(2) There exists n such that either (Y -‘[ n] E 9 or p-‘[ n] E 9. Say Y = a-‘[ n] E 9. 
Put Z = {m E w; (m, 2) E st((k, l), %?) for some k E Y. Then Z E 9, too. Indeed, 
suppose the contrary. Then Y - (w - Z) E 9 and so there exists C E %’ meeting both 
(Y-(w-Z)x{l}and(Y-(w-Z))x{2).ThisCmeetsboth Yx{l)and(w-Z)X 
{2}, in contradiction to the definition of Z. Thus Y n Z E 9 and clearly st( C,,, %) 2 
(YnZ)~{l,2}.Hence{k~w;(k,1),(k,2)~EforsomeE~~}~~where~=St~, 
the combinatorial star of %‘. Thus the condition (1) to be proved is valid for all 
covers in ‘V. As these covers form a basis of a uniformity, the proof is concluded. 0 
3.6. Proposition [ 131. SqF is Q-proximally jine iff 9 satisjies (R) 
Proof. Let 9’,- be O-proximally fine and let (Y, p : w + w be maps with a9 = p% Let 
% = {C,,} be a partition of w where C, = (~‘[n] x (1)) u (P-‘[n] x (2)). For every 
FE9 we have a[F]np[F]fP), . m other words, some C, meets both F x (1) and 
F x {2}. By 3.2, Corollary, {n E w; (n, l), (n, 2) E C, for some m}E 5, i.e., {n E w; 
an = pn} E 9, as required. 0 
The proof of (R)a(OPF) is analogous to that of (P)=+(PF) in 3.5; we restrict 
ourselves to % a partition; then the relations cr, p in that proof are maps. 
3.7. Example (MA). There exists an ultrafilter 9 on w which is not selective in 
spite Y.,- is proximally fine. 
In fact, this example is based on the existence of infinitely many pairwise 
incomparable selective ultrafilters on w; it is well known that the MA implies the 
existence of such ultrafilters. 
Recall that two ultrafilters 9, 9 on X and Y respectively are called incomparable 
if there is no mapping sending .9 to % or conversely, that is, for every f:X+ Y 
and f': Y+X there are FE 9 and GE 9 withfFnG=@ andfGn F=@ 
Let 9?,, (n E w) and 9 be pairwise incomparable ultrafilters on countable sets A,, 
(n E w) and w, respectively. For convenience, let the sets A,, and w be pairwise 
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disjoint. Denote X= C,,q %,,, i.e. X is an ultrafilter on A = U{A, ; n E co} and a subset 
H c A belongs to 5Y iff H 1 IJ{ G, ; n E G} for some G, E ?I,, and G E 3. Then 
%? is not selective; 
indeed, the contradiction with selectivity is provided by the partition {A,,; n E w}. 
We shall prove that 9f? satisfies PF. Thus, consider the atom Yiy on A x {1,2}. We 
shall use the notation 
M’=Mx{i}foranyset McAand i~{1,2}, 
Ju’ = {M’; ME .d} for any family J! of subsets of A. 
Suppose that Y:, is not proximally fine. Then there exists a uniformity V on A x { 1,2} 
and a cover % E V which is point-finite and 
st(H’, %‘)nH2#0 for all HEX, (1) 
but 
St St % k?! 92. (2) 
By the selectivity of the %,,‘s, we may and shall assume that for each C E %‘, n E w 
and i E {1,2}, either 
CnA:,e Cef,, (3) 
or 
(CnA+l. (4) 
For every SE 9, denote %‘( i, S) = {C E %; C n AL E 9: for some n E S}, i = 1,2, and 
%(S) = %(l, S) u %‘(2, S). Now the proof splits into two cases. 
Case 1. There exist SE 9 and H, E 2, H, c U{A, ; n E S} such that 
no C E V(S) meets both Hi and Ht. (5) 
Given m, n E S, define a partial mapping h,, : A, + A,, as follows: hnmx = y if some 
C E % - g(S) contains both (x, 1) and (y, 2); this is correct because by (4), there is 
at most one y to a given X, moreover, h,, is one-to-one. Fix an n E S and 
(n E S, n > m). 
For every n E S, put 
Al:=A:,-U{h,,t,(~i,-A,,); mES, m<n}. 
As the mappings h,, are one-to-one, the substracted set is finite so that Ai E 9, and 
clearly h,,Af, n A,,, = 0 for m, n E S, m < n. So, putting A,, = A: n Ai, for n E S we have 
h,,& n A, = 0 (6) 
for m, n E S, m -C n. By repeating this procedure with the roles of m and n inter- 
changed, we can replace the sets A, by smaller members of %I,,,, denoted again by 
A,,, such that (6) is valid for m > n, too. 
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Finally, it follows by (2) that % E Y? so that there exists H, E %f such that hnnx # x 
for every x E H2 and x E A,,. It is well-known that for every ultrafilter 9 on any set 
X,ifh:X~Xisanymappingwithhx#x(xEX)thenhFnF=G1forsomeFE~ 
So we can replace A, by a smaller member of YZ,, such that (6) holds for m = n, 
too. We conclude that (6) is valid for all couples m, n E S, equivalently, no C E 
%? - %(S) meets both H: and H: where H2 = U{A, ; n E S}. This together with (5) 
contradicts with (l), where we put H = H, n H,. 
Case 2. For every S E % and H E X, H c U{A, ; n E S}, 
there is C E %‘(S) meeting both H’ and H’. (7) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that this C is always in %(l, S). 
(A) Define 
Then 





Z,={mEw;xE T,,,} (xeA2), D={xEA~; Ixe Yl}. 
According to (8), (9) we have 
st(x,St%‘)nA’~~‘forallx~D. (10) 
So the set B = U{st(x, St %); x E A2) belongs to St St %?:, meets A’ in a set of 3Y’ and 
contains D. We conclude that D& x2 (otherwise B would be a member of St St % 
containing a set of the form H x { 1,2} where H E X, in contradiction to the fact 
that St St % @ YH). Hence A2 - DE X2 and so we may assume A’ - D = A2, i.e. 
Z,a 9 (xEA’). (11) 
Let {x, ; n E w} be a sequence of all points in A*. Apply the selectivity of 3 and 
Proposition 1.7(c) to obtain a set of 9 which meets each Z,,I in a finite set. Thus we 
may assume 
Z, is finite for every x E A2. (12) 
(B) Define 
B,={m~w; T,,A~E$!,,} (mEw), 
Then T, n A2 E X2 for all n E V. So the set B = IJ{ T, ; n E V} belongs to St St % (see 
(8)) and B n A* E X2. We conclude that Vg 9; indeed, otherwise B n A’ E X’ and 
B would be a member of St St % containing a set of the form H x {1,2} where 
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H E X, in contradiction with St St % .@ Y,R. Hence w - V E 9; so we may assume 
w - V = w, in other words, 
Using the selectivity of ic; and Proposition 1.7(c), we obtain a set of 9 which meets 
each B, in a finite set. Again, we shall assume that 
B, is finite for every n E w. 
Define a graph R on w as follows: if m < n then {m, n} E R iff n E B,. As the 
sets B, are finite, the graph does not contain any infinite clique. By Proposition 
1.7(b) there exists G E 9 such that {m, n} g R for every m, n E G, m < n. In other 
words, n @ B, for these couples m, n. Interchanging the role of m and n in this 
procedure, we find a set G’E 54 such that n e B,, for all m, n E G’ with m > n. Finally, 
it follows by (2) that n @ B, for all n E G” for some G”E 9. Hence B, is disjoint 
with G n G’ n G” for all n E G n G’ n G”. The last set belongs to 9, so we may 
assume that it equals w. Then 
B, = 0 for all n E w. (13) 
Thus, for any fixed m, sets T,, n Af,, do not belong to 9;. Moreover, by (12), the 
family of all these sets is point-finite and Proposition 1.7(a) forces the existence of 
a set G, E 9’, such that /T, n G,I c 1 for all n. We may assume G, = A; and then 
1 T, n AL 5 1 for all m, n E w. Then the rule 
fmn = x if x E T,, (equivalently, n E I,) 
defines a partial mapping, fn,: w + A:,,. As 9 and ??i are incomparable, there are 
sets S, E 9, Y,, E 9’, such that &S,,, n Y,, = 0. Using Proposition 1.7(c) we obtain 
a set S with S-S, finite for all n. Then for the sets YL = Y, -f(S - S,,) we have 
Yi, E 99: and fmS n Yk = 0, in other words, no T, meets any YL, for m, n E S. Then 
no T,, (n E S) meets both H’ and H’ where H = U{ Y:,; m E S}. But H E %f, so we 
have a contradiction with our assumption (7): some C E %(l, S) meets both H’ and 
H2 and so does some T, with n E S. 
3.8. In this paragraph, we shall present some preliminary combinatorial construc- 
tions to be used in our last counterexample. 
An r-hypergruph is a couple (R, X) such that R is a finite set, %? is a family of 
subsets H c R with 1 HI = r; the elements of R and X are called vertices and edges 
respectively. 
A cycle of length n in X(R, X) is a finite sequence x, , . . . , x, of pairwise distinct 
elements of R such that there are pairwise distinct H, , . . . , H, E X with {xi, x,+,} = H, 
fori=l,..., n-land{x,,x,}cH,,. 
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Theorem [ll]. For every r, s E w with r, s > 1, there exists an r-hypergruph (R, Z-Y) 
such that 
(i) 1 H, n Hz1 G 1 for all H, , HZ E X, H, # Hz, 
(ii) (R, 2) has no cycles of length SS, 
(iii) (R, Yt?) is selective in the following sense: for every partition g = {P,} of R there 
is H E X such that either 
(a) H c Pj for some j, or 
(b) IH~P,IcI for everyj. 
Construction. We shall construct a sequence (R,, X’,,) of selective hypergraphs by 
induction. Let RO be a singleton and X0 = {R,}. 
Let (R,, X,,) have been defined. Let Ri be a finite set containing R,. In the 
applications of the present construction, we always want the difference RI, -R, to 
be sufficiently large. For the purposes of the present paper, 1 RL - R,] = 2 suffices. 
So we can write 
RL = R, u {x,,, x,z} where x,/, x,,~& R, (14) 
Let (R,+i, X,,,,) be the selective r-hypergraph from the preceding theorem where 
r= IRI, s=2r. 
We may and shall assume that the sets R, are pairwise disjoint and they form a 
partition of w. 
Each HE Yt?,, will be regarded as a copy of RL-, (n 3 1); if n 22 then RL-, 
contains R,_, and R,_, contains copies of Rim2 etc. We shall speak about canonical 
copies of Ri resp. Rk in R, for k< n; more precisely: for every n E w, n 2 1 and 
HE %?,, fix a bijection (Ye : RL_, + H. Then a canonical copy of Rk in R, (for some 
k < n) is any set of the form 
aH,,aH,,-, ’ ’ ’ ffHi,, [&I 
where H,E%‘~ for i=k+l, k+2,...,n. Analogously for R;. 
Corollary. For everv partition 9’ = {P} of R,,, (where n E w) there exists a canonical 
copy of R, (of RL, resp.) which either is contained in some P, or meets every P, in at 
most one point. 
3.9. Theorem (CH). There exists an ultrajilter 9 on w such that .Y3 is proximally fine 
with respect to zero-dimensional uniformities but is not proximally fine. 
The proof will be exhibited in Construction and Claims 1 to 3 below. 
Construction. Let {Pi} be the family of all partitions of w where i runs over all 
non-zero isolated ordinals ~2”. We shall define, by induction, subsets F, of w, i < 2”, 
such that: 
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(i) Each F, is of the form F, = lJ{ Fi”‘; n E co} where FI”’ is a canonical copy 
of R, in some R,,, such that the m,‘s (n E o) are pairwise distinct. 
(ii) For every non-zero isolated ordinal i, either F, is a selector for pi or the 
traces of the partitions 9, and {R, ; n E W} on F, coincide, or F, c P for some P E pi. 
(iii) F, - Fi is finite whenever j > i. 
The first step of induction. We simply put F, = w, Fg’ = R, (n E w). 
The isolated step of induction. Suppose F, = UFI”’ to be defined. By the Corollary 
in 3.8, each F$“+‘) (n E w) contains a canonical copy Pt:), of R, which is either a 
selector for p,,, or contained in one member of $P,+,. Hence there is an infinite 
sequence n,in,<...<n,,... in w such that the former case, or the latter case, 
takes place for all n = n,, n2,. . , nk, . . . . We may suppose nk = k for every k. 
(Indeed, if not, we replace each Fjnh) by a canonical copy of Rk contained in it.) 
Case 1. Each F::), is a selector for 9,+,. Our aim is to replace the sets El:\ by 
smaller sets to ensure the selectivity of u{Fi:‘,; n E w}. To end this, we proceed by 
induction. Put Fj:‘, = F:“+‘,. Let F’“’ ,+,, . . . , F!“’ be defined such that FL” u. . ,+1 I+, ’ u F;:: 
is a selector for ??i+r* Consider the set Fi:‘, where s is arbitrary with (R,_,I > $, where 
As Fi:‘, is a selector for Y’,+, , the set 
Kk = {x E PI:‘,; st(x, a,,,) meets F$‘, u. . . u FI”;:} 
has cardinality ) KL( 4 Sk;. Now apply the selectivity of (R,, q5) to the partition 
(Kk, p:+, - Kk} of &: we find a canonical copy H of R,_, contained in Fir’, - Kk 
(H cannot be contained in Kk because (H I= I R,y_, I> Sk 2 I Kh 1 and H cannot be a 
selector of that partition because I HI > 2 by (1) for s > 1). We also may suppose 
s - 1 > k and we can find a canonical copy Ftl:” of Rk+, in H. Then Fi::” is 
contained in p!” It, - Kk, too, and so, by the definition of Kk, FI’:“, u . . . u FI::” is 
a selector for Y’,+, . Now if the sets F!:: are defined for all n, the union F,,, = 
UCF::‘,; n E w} is a selector for 9,+, , it has the prescribed form and F,,, - F, = 44. 
Case 2. Each Fi:), is contained in some member of pi+]. We can find an infinite 
sequence k,, k,, . . such that either all the Fi$\” s are contained in the same member 
of pi+,, or distinct F!>i’ are contained in distinct members of 9,+,. Finding a 
canonical copy FIT), of R,, in each F:!&‘, we get a set F,,, = I_{Fj:{; n E w} such 
that either F,,, is contained in one member of 9, +, or the trace of 9’,+, and of {R, ; 
n E co} on Fi+, coincide. 
The limit step of induction. Let j be a limit ordinal. Suppose that sets F, (i < )j 
have been defined. Choose a sequence {i, ; n E co} of ordinals with sup{ i, ; n E co} = j. 
Put Fj”‘= Fjf’. Let disjoint canonical copies Ff“’ of Rk in F,, have been found for 
k s s where s E w. By (iii), all elements of E,<+, but a finite number are contained 
in F,,,u. . . u F,,. So we can easily find a canonical copy Fj”+‘) of R,,, in F,,+! that 
is disjoint with all F”’ , 1.‘., Fj”’ and is contained in F,v . . . u F,,. Put F, = U{Fj”‘; 
n E w}. As l._J{ Fj”‘; n E w, n > s} c F;\+, for all s, sets F, - F,, are finite and so are all 
F,- F, (iij). 
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Claim 1. The sets F, form a base of an ultrajilter 9. 
Proof. {F, ; i E W} is a filter base by virtue of the condition (iii) of our construction. 
The resulting filter is an ultrafilter; indeed, for all partitions into two sets, the third 
possibility in the conditon (ii) takes place. 0 
Claim 2. Y,- is proximally jine with respect to zero-dimensional uniformities. 
Proof. We use Proposition 3.6. So, let LX, p : w + w be two mappings with a9 = /39. 
Denote B, the partition of w defined by the equivalence “x-y iff (YX = cuy”; 
analogously gfi. According to the condition (ii) of our construction, we may assume 
that 8, is either {{n}; n E w}, or {R, ; n E w}, or (0). Analogously for PO. Anyway, 
one of the partitions 9,, YD is finer than the other, say Y’, is finer than pp. Then 
there exists a mapping y : w -+ w such that y’~ = p. Hence yX= ZX where X= a9. 
But then, no matter what the ultrafilter 5Y is, y,n = n for all n in some HE X’ and 
so (in = /3n for all n in some FE 9. The proof is finished. 0 
Claim 3. sP,- is not proximally Jine. 
Proof. We shall define metrics pn on R, x { 1,2} in such a way that, for M,, = {p,(x, y); 
x, y~R,x{l,2}, x/y}, we have 
(1) minM,=l/n for all nEw, n>O, 
(2) if H is a canonical copy of Rk in R, for some k -C n then pli 2 p,, on H x { 1,2}, 
(3) p,((x, l), (x, 2)) = 1 for all n E w and x E R,. 
For n = 0, R, x { 1,2} has two points; we define their distance to be 1. Let pn_, 
be defined on R,_, x {1,2}. Recall (1) in 3.8, Construction and extend the metric 
P+1 to R’,-, by 
(4) P~-~((X~-, ,, 11, (x,-1 2, 2)) = l/n, 
pm-,(x, y) = 1 otherwise (for {x, y} YZ R,-, x {1,2}, x # y). 
Now, each H E %‘Jn is a canonical copy of Rk-,. So H x { 1,2} can be metrized by 
means of pnP,. As X,, has the property (i) of the Theorem in 3.8, each pair x, y E R, 
is contained in at most one H E SY,,. Thus P~-~(x, y) is defined for all x, y E R, x { 1,2} 
such that {x, y} = H x {1,2} for some H E BY,,. Now put, for all x, y E R,, 
(5) pn(x,Y)=minp,-,(x,,x,)+...+~,-,(xk-,,xk), 
the minimum being taken over all finite sequences x, , . . . , xk such that x, = x, X~ = y 
and such that the summands are defined. 
Obviously, pnP, (x, y) b pn(x, y) if both sides are defined; this will ensure (2). 
Also, (1) follows immediately from (4), (5) and from the induction hypothesis. 
It remains to prove that (3) is valid. 
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Assume the contrary; then there are x,, . . . , xh E R, x {1,2} such that x1 = (x, l), 
xh=(x,2) andsuchthatp,_,(x,,x,)+.. .+~~-~(xk_,,x~)<l. Weshallassumethat 
k is the least possible. Then it follows k< n, see (1) and (4). Let y,, . . . , y, be the 
first coordinates of x, , . . . , xk, respectively. As y, = y,, there necessarily exists i such 
that Y,-~, Y;, Y,+~ lie in the same canonical copy of R’,_, (remember that (R,, X,,) 
does not contain cycles of length s k). So, using the triangle inequality for x,-, , x,, 
x,,, , the point x, can be cancelled from the sequence x, , . . . , xk, a contradiction 
with minimality of k. 
Now, we are prepared to prove that 9’c is not proximally fine. For every FE 9 
there exists i<2” with F 3 F,. Following (l), (2) and (i), 
p( FI”’ x {l}, FI”’ x (2)) = 0 
where p is the metric which agrees with p,, on R,, x { 1,2} for every n E w and takes 
the value 1 on pairs not contained in a single R,, x { 1,2}. On the other hand, by the 
virtue of (3), p((x, l), (x, 2)) = 1 for every XE u{Rn; n E o}. Thus .5& is not 
proximally fine by Claim’ in 3.1. q 
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